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Objective group

Issue that solves

Any skill that can be developed: physical, psychological, social, or cognitive

Where it was seen

For more information contact us: smartrugby.eu@gmail.com
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Concussion Testing

Description Impact and Relevance
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Parents of the club's players were being trained in the importance 
of concussion testing, to detect injuries, and train them in the 
absence of a doctor to detect them. They were all taking the World 
Rugby test.

By working together with players, coaches, managers, doctors, research-
ers, the media and fans we can ensure that the safety of those who enter 
the pitch at all levels of the game is protected. Player welfare is World 
Rugby's number one priority and helps us take better care of our children.

Children, parents, sta�, doctors

Risks of not detecting a concussion

Safety, welfareLugo, Spain
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Using of VEO Camera

Description Impact and Relevance

One of the clubs had purchased the VEO camera, which helps 
record all the sessions of the Rugby school, to analyze the coaches' 
work.

The camera records the training sessions unassisted, which makes teaching 
and evaluating the trainers easier. The school is a great help in the 
continuous improvement of the teaching, and this practice o�ers a great 
opportunity to check the correct treatment of the children.

Lack of tools to evaluate training sessions

Teaching, improvingLugo, Spain

https://app.veo.co/matches/20221125-25-de-nov-2022-200939-69b96969/ 
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Electronic Player IDs

Description Impact and Relevance

It is a great help for the teams that the athletes' records are 
electronic and the lists of players are made online. It is valuable time 
that they no longer waste writing sheets, and the software provided 
by the Galician Rugby Federation o�ers them a lot of facilities.

The fact that any team can check athletes' IDs and player documents online 
increases participants' confidence in fair matches. Integrity is one of the 
values of rugby, and the transparency o�ered by reinforces this. The children 
feel confident and are sure that they will measure their strengths in a match 
with children of the same age, as fraud regarding the eligibility of players is 
much harder to perpetrate.

Players, sta�, o�cials

Fraud in eligibility of players, time wasting 

Integrity, transparencyLugo, Spain

Tribute to Former Players

Description Impact and Relevance
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During the tournament and the presentation of trophies, former 
players of the Romanian national team were present and were 
honoured and took part in the presentation of trophies. They also 
took part in a talk that could be attended at the club's facilities.

The children and parents, as well as all the attendees, were able to see 
rugby legends up close. This allows us to learn about the past of our sport 
and to value the road travelled up to the present day, being an example 
for the children of the achievements of these people.

All participants

Lack of knowledge of the past and the achievements

Sense of belonging and recognition of past workIclod, Romania
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Parents Involved in Third Half

Description Impact and Relevance

One of the clubs had a custom that every weekend a parent would 
organize the third half for the other children, whether it was a training 
session or a match. Each parent carefully prepares all the food to be 
shared, and sometimes games are played with the children to 
stimulate team building, simple games and games that promote 
inclusion.

The third half is part of the rugby culture where players from both teams 
share the experiences of the day. This practice provides extra time where 
players together with parents can connect and share human and technical 
aspects of the game. This also helps parents understand the game. The third 
half is, in a way, the essence of the sportsmanship of the game.

Children, parents

Discrimination, lack of sense of community

Inclusion, teamwork, volunteeringLugo, Spain

mailto:smartrugby.eu@gmail.com
https://app.veo.co/matches/20221125-25-de-nov-2022-200939-69b96969/
www.smartrugby.eu
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Pre-tournament Parade

Description Impact and Relevance

Holding of a parade with all participating children before the start of 
the tournament. All participating teams and children are presented 
to the public. Each club with a flag with its crest. 

The presentation to the public also o�ers the opportunity to 
support and welcome all participating teams, whether local or from 
other locations. It gives children a sense of belonging to their club 
and an appreciation of teamwork.

Players and spectators

Failure to value our sport

Teamwork, leadership, sense of belongingIclod, Romania
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Pre-tournament Meeting

Description Impact and Relevance

Before the start of the tournament, all players form a circle around a 
person in charge of the tournament and the referees to explain to 
everyone how the tournament will be run and the rules of the 
game.

Communication between referees and players fosters good understanding 
on the field and the development of a good working relationship between 
referees and players. Referees explain rules and give advice, the players know 
the rules and how the tournament will be run. All participants are familiar 
with the rules and regulations, which will contribute to the smooth running 
of the tournament.

All players adn sta�

Ignorance or disregard of the tournament rules.

Communication, respectBraga, Portugal
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TEAM (Together Everyone Achieves More)

Description Impact and Relevance

Parents from the local club where helping out in di�erent roles 
related with the youth tournament. That tournament was also one 
way to gather old and historic players of the club in order to 
celebrate the past and new achievements.

Community gathering around the club is very important and parents play a big role. 
Heritage is a mark of the time and is very important to celebrate it in order to not forget 
the roots of the project. Children used a variety of services on o�er due to parents e�ort 
to plan and organize the tournament (food, games, logistics, refereeing, etc.).On top of 
that, celebrating the heritage provides a link from the di�erent generations, which allows 
moments of sharing ( a mutual interest: Rugby)           

All participants

Lack of community feeling

Teamwork, celebrating, sharing Iclod, Romania
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Speaker & Music

Description Impact and Relevance

Presence of a speaker and music during the breaks of the 
tournament. The matches were communicated through a speaker 
so that the players and sta� in the stands could come to the pitch. 
In addition, the use of music during the breaks made the waiting 
time more enjoyable.

Any communication that needs to be conveyed to the public or participants 
can be done in this way. Music contributes to a good atmosphere in the 
stands for parents, sta� and players. It is also useful to have a sound system 
and speaker for the presentation of trophies.

All participants

Lack of information, lack of atmosphere

Better organisation and greater enjoyment of the eventLugo, Spain
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U6 & U8 categories play tag rugby 

Description Impact and Relevance

U6 and U8 categories play tag rugby at tournaments, which is a safe 
way for them to participate in tournaments and with 
age-appropriate rules.

Children play in a non-tackle format that is more appropriate for 
their age and skill development and is a safer way of playing rugby.

U6 and U8 players

Risks from contact at an early age

Skills more appropriate for their age where tackling be avoidedBraga, Portugal

For more information contact us: smartrugby.eu@gmail.com

mailto:smartrugby.eu@gmail.com
www.smartrugby.eu



